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ABSTRACT

The purpose of this project was to design and implement a low cost and short
range K band-continuous wave radar system prototype, which is able to measure
distance and radial velocity for industrial applications. This is the final work for
Máster en Radar, Tecnologías, Equipos y Diseño de Sistemas master career,
under the transfer of technology and knowledge agreement between The
Kingdom of Spain and The Republic of Colombia. In next chapters there are
described, step by step, all considerations for designing, manufacturing and
implementing of the radar system, both in terms of hardware and software. The
necessary tests and adjustments to get a functional prototype were performed.
Attempting to minimize the cost of a potential product for industry, the prototype
hardware has been implemented by using commercial elements (COTS:
Commercial Off-The-Shelf), which are easy to get in the market. Referring to
software, known tools in electronics development field were used, which facilitate
the prototype capabilities.
Measures of distance and radial velocity were obtained by using very few
resources. Several future work lines were opened, which permit to improve the
radar system capabilities. In addition to that, application fields were reviewed
which are oriented to people or car detection in security topics, monitoring system
for industries, smart home systems, UAVs control and other.

Keywords

Frequency-modulated continuous-wave (FMCW), target detection, radial velocity
measurement, distance measurement, short range radar.
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RESUMEN

El objetivo de este trabajo fue diseñar e implementar el prototipo de un sistema
radar de onda continua en banda K, de bajo costo y corto alcance, capaz de
medir distancia y velocidad radial para aplicaciones industriales, como trabajo
final del Máster en Radar, Tecnologías, Equipos y Diseño de Sistemas, impartido
por la Universidad Politécnica de Madrid (UPM) en el marco del convenio de
transferencia tecnológica y de conocimientos entre el Reino de España y la
República de Colombia. En los siguientes capítulos se describen paso a paso las
consideraciones de diseño, fabricación e implementación del sistema radar, tanto
a nivel de hardware como de software, llevando a cabo las pruebas y ajustes
necesarios para conseguir un prototipo funcional. El hardware del prototipo se
implementó utilizando elementos comerciales (COTS: Commercial Off-TheShelf), de fácil acceso en el mercado y procurando minimizar el costo de un
potencial producto para la industria. A nivel de software se utilizaron
herramientas conocidas para desarrollo electrónico, que facilitaron el desarrollo
del prototipo.
Se ha conseguido la medición de distancia y velocidad radial utilizando pocos
recursos, y abriendo varias líneas de trabajo futuro que permiten mejorar las
prestaciones del sistema radar, y también varios campos de aplicación que se
orientan por ejemplo a la detección de personas y automóviles para temas de
seguridad, sistemas de monitoreo a nivel industrial, sistemas de domótica,
control de UAVs, entre otros.

Palabras Clave

Onda continua – Frecuencia modulada (FMCW), detección de blancos, medición
de velocidad radial, medición de distancia, radar de corto alcance.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Currently the application of radar sensors in various fields of both civil and
military industry, medicine and automation is booming, this is due to, on the one
hand, the radar being all-weather sensors, has many operational advantages
over other sensors, which environmental conditions affect its operation and
performance.
Also, the constant development of the area of semiconductors and miniaturization
of electronic components, have allowed to exist in today's market, a class of
inexpensive, small and mid-range devices, with features that allow to develop
useful applications in a short–term and low-cost.
This low-cost is represented in the purchase price of the device and its
maintenance, which in many cases is limited to remove and replace the part with
a new one.
Within this class there are for example the transceiver modules that integrate into
a single unit receiving and transmitting circuits, which a few decades ago had a
considerable size, so they were not easily transportable systems, much less
inexpensive systems, with its own implications for maintenance and operation.
Another example are the integrated circuits for signal processing and control,
which built on a reduced chip size (mm) develop the basic features of an ordinary
processor or PC and from software tools allow programming to develop specific
tasks, such as processing and communication of analog signals to peripherals
such as LCD or directly to the PC.
As will be discussed later in this report, depending on the functional requirements
of radar system and other user requirements, such as low cost and commercial
availability, it is necessary to find a compromise between the development of
hardware and software systems, which will define the level of complexity of either
HW or SW.
The developed radar system has elements available in the common market:
radar transceiver modules for short range applications, microcontrollers,
communication ICs, amplifiers and others. Items that are relatively inexpensive
compared to a radar for the same application, but developed from the item level,
in other words, developing the system of antennas, amplifiers, mixer, transmitter,
receiver and others. Implying a detail design of each item and therefore greater
development time.
It should be noted that the developed system is a prototype and development
time of about 3-4 months, allowed to reach a radar that detects targets and
measures range and radial velocity, taking advantage of the characteristics of the
FMCW signal and its respective processing Doppler.
And finally, the work done and the review of previous related works, have
established a set of parameters to improve future work on the same prototype.
These are presented in the last chapter.
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1.1 Motivation

The main motivation of this project, from elements available in the market, is to
design and implement a low-cost prototype of radar system, focused on the
measurement of radial velocity and distance targets at short range.
It is also important, acquiring skills and get a first approximation to the
development of a radar system, comprising all stages from its specification,
design, development and implementation.
And besides, it is important to implement some knowledge acquired during the
Masters in radar, technologies, equipment and systems design, and thus meet
one of your requirements.
Figure 1 shows in general terms the referential framework of the project.
Sensor
CW Radar

for processing

for processing
Has

Hardware
HW

for communication

Has

Software
SW

for operation

for communication

for operation
measures

Range

works with

Radial velocity

FMCW signal

Figure 1. Referential framework for the project.

1.2 Related Work

In this part we review some works related to our own, both to point out some
examples of previous developments and to place our work in the proper context.
Here are five examples of radar systems, which show the trend of work and
implementation of short-range radars in common industrial applications such as:
automobile industry and pedestrian applications.
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-

Short-Range Wideband FMCW Radar for Millimetric Displacement
Measurements, 2014. [1]

This work proposes a short-range X-band FMCW radar platform, which solves
the problems of the small beat frequency and the VCO nonlinearity, by using a
heterodyne transceiver and a wideband nonlinearity correction algorithm based
on high order ambiguity functions and time resampling. The platform’s
displacement measurement capability was tested on range profiles and synthetic
aperture radar images acquired for various targets. [1]
-

Application of a 24 GHz FMCW Automotive Radar for Urban Target
Classification, 2014. [2]

This work addresses the problem of joint pedestrian detection and classification
in a practical urban environment by a 24 GHz FMCW automotive radar. The
urban RF environment consisting of the asphalt road, vehicles and pedestrian
was simulated. Micro-Doppler analysis was used to discriminate between
pedestrians, vehicles, and animals. A variety of human activities, including mixed
motion sequences were tested in target classification simulations. [2]
-

Pedestrian Detection Procedure integrated into a 24 GHz Automotive
Radar, 2010. [3]

The objective of this work is to propose a radar system to protect vulnerable road
users by a target recognition scheme. Therefore, a pedestrian detection
procedure is additionally integrated into the 24 GHz automotive radar sensor. The
radar sensor measures the target range and radial velocity very accurately and
with high resolution even in multiple target situations and there is tremendous
progress in 24 GHz radar sensor development. [3]
-

24-GHz ultra-wideband transmitter for vehicular short-range radar
applications, 2009. [4]

In this work, a 24-GHz ultra-wideband (UWB) transmitter for Short-range radar
(SRR) sensors is presented. The circuit is composed of an integrated 24-GHz
frequency synthesizer, a radiofrequency switch and a pulse generator.
Short-range radar sensors cover a significant part of the azimuth angle and look
around the car (100° – 360°) at distances up to 15 – 30 m. Several SRR sensors,
properly placed around the car, are able to detect a target in a range from 0.1 to
15– 30 m, thus enabling a variety of applications concerning both comfort and
safety fields, such as pre-crash sensing, collision mitigation, blind spot detection,
parking aid, lane change assistant, rear crash collision warning, stop & go and
urban collision avoidance. [4]
-

24 GHz Radar Sensors for Automotive Applications, 2000. [5]

This work develops a radar network consisting of four sensors distributed behind
the front bumper of an experimental car. Each single sensor measures the target
range with high accuracy. A multilateration technique is used in the radar network
for precise azimuth angle estimation, even in multiple-target situations. The
system performance is shown in real traffic situations for parking aid stop & go
and blind spot applications. [5]
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1.3 Objectives

The general objective of this project is to develop a low cost, short range radar
system to measure radial velocity and range.
This general objective has been divided into five more specific objectives that
would together achieve the overall goal of the project as follows:
1. To design and develop hardware platform for a short-range radar system.
2. To develop the software for signal generation and data processing, for radial
velocity and distance measurement at short range.
3. To develop the software for the GUI.
4. To implement the radar system designed to measure radial velocity and
range.
5. To perform a test protocol for radar system.

1.4 Radar Systems

1.4.1

Definition

Radar is a contraction of the words RAdio Detection And Ranging that was
coined in 1940 by the United States Navy. It was developed in the early twentieth
century before and during World War II, it was developed as a detection device to
warn of the approach of hostile aircraft and for directing antiaircraft weapons.
Radar is an electromagnetic system for the detection and location of objects. It
operates by transmitting a particular type of waveform, a pulse-modulated sine
wave for example, and detects the nature of the echo signal.
Radar can be designed to see through those conditions impervious to normal
human vision, such as darkness, haze, fog, rain and snow. In addition, radar has
the advantage of being able to measure the distance or range to the object.
Although a well-designed modern radar can usually extract more information from
the target signal than merely range, the measurement of range is still one of
radar’s most important functions.
A basic block diagram of radar is shown in figure 2, it consists of a transmitting
antenna emitting electromagnetic radiation generated by a block transmitter, a
block of signal generator and the block of signal modulator, a receiving antenna,
a receiver and some sort of display or console which shows received signals
information.
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Figure 2. Basic Radar block diagram.
A portion of the transmitted signal is intercepted by a reflecting object named
target, and is reradiated in all directions. It is the energy reradiated in the back
direction that is of prime interest to the radar. The receiving antenna collects the
returned energy and delivers it to a receiver, where it is processed to detect the
presence of the target and to extract its location and relative velocity.
The distance to the target is determined by measuring the time taken for the
radar signal to travel to the target and back. The direction, or angular position, of
the target may be determined from the direction of arrival of the reflected
wavefront. The usual method of measuring the direction of arrival is with narrow
antenna beams.
The most common radar waveform is a train of narrow, rectangular-shape pulses
modulating a sinewave carrier. The distance, or range, to the target is determined
by measuring the time TR taken by the pulse to travel to the target and return.
Since electromagnetic energy propagates at the speed of light c= 3x108 m/s, the
range R is:
R=

c ∗ TR
2

(1)

The factor 2 appears in the denominator because of the two-way propagation of
radar (Figure 3).

Figure 3. Pulse two-way propagation of radar.
Once the transmitted pulse is emitted by the radar, a sufficient length of time
must elapse to allow any echo signals to return and be detected before the next
pulse may be transmitted. Therefore the rate at which the pulses may be
transmitted is determined by the longest range at which targets are expected.
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Although the typical radar transmits a simple pulse-modulated waveform, there
are a number of other suitable modulations that might be used. The pulse carrier
might be frequency or phase modulated to permit the echo signals to be
compressed in timer after reception.
Continuous waveforms (CW) also can be used by taking advantage of the
Doppler frequency shift to separate the received echo from the transmitted signal
and the echoes from stationary clutter [6]. If relative motion exists between target
and radar, the shift in the carrier frequency of the reflected wave (Doppler Effect)
is a measure of the target’s relative (radial) velocity and may be used to
distinguish moving targets from stationary objects.

1.4.2

Classification

Radar classification depends on operating frequency, waveform, type of target,
relative location of the transmitter and receiver, resolution or application.
According to the operating frequency the Institute of Electrical and Electronics
Engineers IEEE and the International Telecommunications Union ITU classifies
them as show in table 1.
Radar Band Nomenclature
IEEE
ITU
Standard 521-2002
(region-2 radiolocation service allocation)
Designation
Frequency
Band Designation
Frequency
138 – 144 MHz
HF
3 – 30 MHz
VHF
216 – 225 MHz
420 – 450 MHz
VHF
30 – 300 MHz
UHF
890 – 942 MHz
UHF
300 – 1000 MHz
L
1.215 – 1.400 GHz
2.3 – 2.5 GHz
L Band
1 – 2 GHz
S
2.7 – 3.7 GHz
S Band
2 – 4 GHz
C
5.250 – 5.925 GHz
C Band
4 – 8 GHz
X
8.500 – 10.680 GHz
13.4 – 14.0 GHz
X Band
8 – 12 GHz
Ku
15.7 – 17.7 GHz
24.05 – 24.25 GHz
Ku Band
12 – 18 GHz
K
24.65 – 24.75 GHz
K Band
18 – 27 GHz
Ka
33.4 – 36.0 GHz
Ka Band
27 – 40 GHz
V
59.0 – 64.0 GHz
76.0 – 81.0 GHz
V Band
40 – 75 GHz
W
92.0 – 100.0 GHz
W Band
75 – 110 GHz
126.0 – 142.0 GHz
144.0 – 149.0 GHz
mm
231.0 – 235.0 GHz
mm Band
110 – 300 GHz
238.0 – 248.0 GHz

Table 1. Radar band nomenclature IEEE and ITU. [7]
According to its waveform radars are classified into pulsed and continuous wave.
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Pulsed radar is a radar, which transmits electromagnetic waves in the form of
bursts or pulses. It measures the time interval between transmitted and received
pulses. The pulse radar also measures the range of a target. It measures the
slant range by determining the time taken by transmitted pulse to come back to
the receiver. [8]
The pulsed radar is used to determine direction and distance of the target. It also
measures altitude of the target, using a narrow antenna beamwidth in elevation.
The continuous wave CW radar is a radar that transmits continuous,
electromagnetic waves and receives reflected echo signals from the objects in
the path of the beam. It is based on the concept of Doppler Effect. Therefore,
also called Doppler radar.
The CW radar gives bearing, elevation angle and velocity of the object. It does
not give information about range. It is used for navigation over land and sea. [8]
A variation of CW radar is the FM-CW radar, which uses a frequency modulated
signal, giving the target range information.

1.4.3

Features of Radar

Radar has the following general features:
Advantages
- Is an active electromagnetic sensor
- Is a sensor that can operate in both
radio frequencies and optical range
- Its most important function is the
measurement of range
- Is a sensor “all weather”, it can
operates
day
and
night
independently of weather conditions

1.4.4

Limitations
- It cannot recognize the color of the
targets.
- It cannot see through the conducting
sheets.
- It is difficult to identify short range
objects.

Radar LFMCW

As mentioned above the CW radar is a continuous wave radar, it detects targets
and measures radial velocity from Doppler shift.
-

Principle of Doppler Effect [8]

The radars radiate electromagnetic waves towards the targets for detection and
also to obtain details of the target. When the target is stationary, the frequency of
the received echoes is constant. However, when the target is moving, the
frequency of the received echoes are found to be different from transmitted
17

frequency. If the target approaches the radar, the frequency is increased and if
the target moves away from the radar, the frequency is decreased.
The presence of frequency shift in the received echo signals in the radar, due to
moving targets is known as Doppler Effect. The frequency shift is given by:
fd =

2vt
∗ fo
vo

(2)

Here, fd = Doppler shift frequency, Hz.
fo = Transmitter frequency, Hz.
vt = velocity of the target, m/s.
vo = velocity of electromagnetic waves in free space.
A disadvantage of CW radar is that it cannot give information about range due to
missing time reference. So, to solve this inaccuracy was developed the
Frequency Modulated – continuous wave radar or FMCW radar, in which the
frequency of continuously transmitted wave is varied at a known rate and the
frequency of reflected signals is compared with the frequency of the transmitted
signal. It measures the slant range by determining the difference between the
frequency of reflected signal and the frequency of the transmitted signal at an
instant of time when the reflected echo signal is received.

Figure 4. General FMCW Radar block diagram. [9]

1.4.5

Measurement of radial velocity and range using FMCW radar [10]

The signal transmitted by a high resolution radar FMCW is a continuous chain of
linearly frequency modulated signals with PRI period.
t
B
Stx (t) = √2 ∗ Pt ∗ Z0 ∗ rect ( ) ∗ sen {w0 t + π t 2 }
T
T

(3)
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Here,

𝑤0 = central pulsation or system carrier frequency.
B = scan width band.
T = sweep time.
Pt = the transmitted power measured over the reference impedance Z0.

And the function rect ( ) is given by:
1
|x|
1
≤
rect(x) = {
2
0 otherwise

(4)

The received signal from a target located at a distance Rt from the radar is an
attenuated and delayed version of the transmitted signal:
Srx (t) = √2 ∗ Pr ∗ Z0 ∗ rect (

t − tR
B
) ∗ sen {w0 (t − t R ) + π (t − t R )2 }
T
T

(5)

Here, Pr is the power received by the radar from the target, and 𝑡𝑅 represents the
time interval taken by transmitted signal to travel towards a target and back to the
radar:
tR =

2 ∗ Rt
c

(6)

Here, c = velocity of electromagnetic wave, 3x108 m/s
Now if the receiver is based on a mixer, the received signal is mixed with the
original transmitted signal, obtaining the beat signal:
t − tR
B
Stx (t) × Srx (t) = K ∗ √σ ∗ rect (
) ∗ cos {2πt R t + 1 } − K ∗ √σ
T − tR
T
t − tR
∗ rect (
) ∗ cos{2 ∗ w0 t + 2 (t)}
T − tR

(7)

B

Here, 1 = w0 t R − π T t R 2 ≡ constant.
B

B

B

2 (t) = 2π t 2 − 2πt R t + πt R 2 − w0 t R .
T
T
T
σ = radar cross-section of the target.
K = is a constant depending on the system and propagation loss.
From the above expression, it can be seen how the second term can be ignored,
because it is a high frequency component that will be eliminated by low-pass
filtering. The important term is the first, which represents a sinusoid whose
frequency is directly proportional to the target distance. Its spectrum corresponds
to a frequency spectral line at the beat frequency fb:
fb =

2 ∗ Rt B
c T

(8)
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To measure the distance to the target, there could be placed n bandpass filters
properly narrow and centered at beat frequencies expected. Depending on which
filter the received signal is detected, it will be known the distance to target.
The implementation of these filter banks can be carried out in an efficient manner
by sampling the signal and performing a discrete Fourier transform (DFT) of N
points on it.
It is know that almost all finite energy signals have a Fourier Transform. If the
beat signal of a target was received at infinite time, its Fourier transform would be
a delta function of zero spectral width. However, each beat signal is received only
for a time period T (assuming T >> tR) which corresponds to the duration of the
transmission and reception of each ramp. This corresponds to a windowing of the
beat signal with a rectangular window of duration T. The Fourier transform of the
window function is the well-known sinc function, equation (9):
TF
T
T
sin(πTf)
t
⇔ sinc(f) =
rect ( ) = {1 − 2 ≤ t ≤ 2
πf
T
0 otherwise

(9)

Performing a Fourier transform on windowed signal and based on the Modulation
property of Fourier transform, each zero - width delta function, results in a sync
function with a main lobe width of 2 / T. The -3dB width of the main lobe of the
sync function is approximately 1 / T.
Using the expression (10) shows that the range resolution of the system at 3dB is
inversely proportional to the bandwidth transmitted:
∆f =

1
c
→ ∆r =
T
2B

(10)

The radar resolution is defined as the minimum distance between two different
targets with the same level of reflected power, at which they can be discriminated
from each other.
The benefit of using a frequency modulation technique is that it can get a range
resolution equivalent to that achieved using very short pulses, maintaining the
energy of a long pulse. This is known as pulse compression technique.
On the other hand, the Doppler shift frequency generated by a moving target can
be measured due to the resulting phase shift of beat signal along a series of
ramps.
Assume a target moving towards the radar with radial velocity vr. The phase term
Φ1 (tˆ) in the equation (7) will vary for each ramp due to movement of the target.
B
4π
4π
1 (t̂) = w0 t R (t̂) − π t 2R (t̂) ≈
vr t̂ +
R
T

 ini
Here,

(11)

(t̂)

2R
2v
2R
t R (t̂) = ct = c r t̂ + cini
t̂
= the slow time, which indicated the time interval between ramps.
λ
= the center frequency wavelength of the system.
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Rini

= the initial distance between the radar and the target.

Furthermore, it has been assumed that the Residual Video Phase (RVP) is
negligible, this is,
B
w0 t R (t̂) ≫ π t 2R (t̂)
T

(12)

And has applied the hypothesis of stop- and-go, which considers the intrapulse
movement is null.
This variation in phase between each ramp is approximately linear with the slow
time so, that results in a constant frequency sinusoid proportional to the radial
velocity of the target, often known as Doppler frequency:
fD =

1 d1 (t̂) 2 ∗ vr
=
2π dt̂


(13)

Doppler resolution is given by the inverse of the dwell time, due to the windowing
property of the Fourier transform. Knowing the ramp repetition interval PRI, and
the number of ramps N, used to determine the Doppler frequency, it gets to the
expression that determines the Doppler resolution:
∆fD =

1
N ∗ PRI

(14)

It is important to realize that you are getting Doppler history of target sampled
with a sampling frequency PRF = 1 / PRI. Therefore, the maximum unambiguous
Doppler frequency that can be measured is determined by direct application of
the Nyquist limit:
|fDmax | ≤

PRF
2

(15)

Applying the above two expressions in equation (13), it can determine the
resolution and unambiguous range of velocities that can be measured:
∆vr =


2 ∗ N ∗ PRI

(16)

PRF ∗ 
4

(17)

|vrmax | ≤

On the other hand, the maximum unambiguous range that can be measured by
the radar, is given by the equation (18).
From equations (15) and (18), it is obvious that the PRF should be chosen as a
trade-off between range ambiguity and Doppler ambiguity.
R max ≤

c
2 ∗ PRF

(18)
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1.4.6

K-LC6 Radar transceiver module [11]

Recently the continuous electronic devices miniaturization and therefore its
raising capacity of integration in small modules results in the development of
relative low cost and dedicated applications compact systems, as in this case the
K-LC6 transceiver module.
These modules with the respectively and adequate hardware and software can
work as a short range radar to industrial or civil applications.
K-LC6 is a dual channel Doppler Radar with an asymmetrical narrow beam for
short to medium distance sensors. It is design for person and vehicle movement
and presence sensors. [11]
This module includes a Radio Frequency RF low noise amplifier (LNA) for best
signal to noise performance. Dual IF I and Q allow movement direction detection
and high performance signal processing. The K-LC6 has the following general
features:

-

Main features
24GHz short range transceiver
Narrow – wide asymmetrical field
pattern
Beam aperture 80°/12°
High sensitive LNA Receiver
250MHZ wide sweep FM input
I/Q IF outputs
Compact size: 66mm x 25mm x
6mm

Applications
-

Indoor and outdoor lighting control
applications
Traffic supervision and counting
Object speed measurement
systems
Ranging and distance detection
Industrial sensors

Table 2. K-LC6 features.
The figure 5 shows both the module block diagram and antennas TX/RX systems
fork-LC6 transceiver.

Figure 5. K-LC6 Block diagram and antennas system. [11]
The IF amplifier provides two outputs per channel according to figure X. These
outputs are designed for different requirements in processing radar signals. Both
I (in-phase) and Q (quadrature) mixer signals are available. The I and Q signals
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are phase shifted by +90° or -90°, depending on the moving direction of objects
in range.
FMCW generates an output signal even without an object in range because of
the finite isolation between transmitter and receiver path. This effect is called selfmixing and leads to a DC signal that depends on the carrier frequency. Carrier
frequency can be modulated by means of voltage applied to the VCO input.
The IF outputs provide high bandwidth for use in FMCW and FSK applications.
External filters should be used to lower bandwidth according the application. The
lower the bandwidth, the better the signal to noise (SNR) ratio. External
amplification should be limited in order to prevent saturation. With full FMCW
sweep, a feed through to IF output of approximately 20mVpp will exist.
The main features of this module are:
No.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

Parameter
Supply voltage
Supply current
VCO input voltage
Operating/Storage
temperature
Transmitter frequency
Antenna
Horizontal -3dB beamwidth
Vertical -3dB beamwidth

Min
4.75

Value
Typ.
5
50

1

Max
5.25
70
10

-20°

+80°

Unit

Notes

V
mA
V
C

24.050 24.150 24.250 GHz UVCO=5V
12
80

°
°

Table 3. K-LC6 Parameters.
Figure 6 shows the radiation pattern of the module in both azimuth and elevation
directions, the broad side results in Azimuth 12° narrow beam because of the 8
antenna elements and Elevation 80°.

Figure 6. K-LC6 Antenna system diagram (log scale). [11]
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Pin Configuration:
Pin Description
Value
1 IF output Q
2
VCC
5V
3
IF output I
4
GND
0V
5
VCO in
1V – 10V, open = 5V
Table 4. K-LC6 pin configuration.
A reference values provided by the fabricant about of the attainable detection
range with this module. It is not possible to define an exact RCS (Radar Cross
Section) value of real objects because reflectivity depends on many parameters.
4
The RCS variations however influence the maximum range only by √𝜎 .
Maximum range for Doppler movement depends mainly on:
-Module sensitivity S: -126dBc (@1kHz IF Bandwidth)
-Carrier frequency
fo: 24.125GHz
-RCS “reflectivity” of the object
𝜎:
1m2 approx. for a moving person
>50m2 for a moving car
RCS indications are very inaccurate and may vary by factors of 10 and more.
The radar equation for K-LC6 module may be reduced to the following relation:
−s

4

r = 0.0167 ∗ 1040 ∗ √σ

(19)

With Gantenna = 0dBi
And Noise Figure = 30dB
Using this formula, an indicative detection range results in:
> 24m for a moving person
> 62m for a moving car
The range values also highly depend on the performance of signal processing,
environment conditions (i.e. rain, fog), housing of the module and other factors.
With K-LC6, is possible to achieve a maximum range of more than 100m when
using high resolution ADC and selective FFT algorithms.
-

About the RFbeam supplier

RFbeam Microwave GmbH is a leading supplier of planar Radar sensors, K-band
measuring equipment and engineering. They are situated in St.Gallen,
Switzerland and they develop product range covers and simple low cost Doppler
devices. Typical device’s applications are movement and industrial sensors,
traffic supervision and analyzer systems, sport measurement equipment and
many other uses.
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2. K-LC6 SENSOR RADAR HARDWARE DESIGN

Considering the proposed objectives in this project and the K-LC6 sensor radar
specifications given by RFbeam Microwave GmbH [12], necessary designing and
manufacturing hardware procedures to perform the correct development and
operation are presented below. In this chapter, requirements and considerations
are described in order to obtain the circuit implementation for the radar system.

2.1 Requirements

A block diagram of the radar system is shown in Figure 7. This is the general
scheme which is the starting point for requirements specification.

Figure 7. System Radar K-LC6 block diagram.







The circuit will have a DSP microcontroller, which will generate the signal to
be transmitted by K-LC6 sensor, receiving and processing of signals from
this sensor in order to obtain distance and speed information, managing
control signals to the other units if required, sending information to the user
interface for current measure interpretation, and in-circuit programing.
The circuit will implement the necessary connections and space to install the
K-LC6 sensor.
The hardware will have a user interface to present the current distance and
speed measures, by communicating to a personal computer.
The circuit will have a programing interface in-circuit for the DSP
microcontroller.
The hardware will have a digital-to-analog converter (DAC) to transform the
generated DSP signal, which will be adapted, delivered and transmitted by
the K-LC6 sensor radar.
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The circuit will have an adaptation signal block which is divided in two subcircuits: transmitted and received signal adaptation. The transmitted signal
adaptation will set the level and amplitude of the generated DSP signal which
is converted to analog (DAC) to the necessary magnitudes for K-LC6 sensor
radar: between 1 and 10 V. The received signal adaptation will amplify the KLC6 received signals to set them between 0 and 5 V, to be connected to the
analog-to -digital DSP converter (ADC).
The hardware shall have an indicator system which will allow verifying the
correct system performance. These indicators include LED diodes, and as an
optional objective, it will implement a visual interface through a liquid crystal
display (LCD) and an acoustic indicator.
The circuit will have test points, jumpers and/or ports which will admit of
taking measures to check its correct operation.
The design will consider the correct isolation between analog and digital
signals in order to avoid each other interferences.
The circuit will have a power supply to secure that all components are
correctly energized and it let appropriate heat dissipation.
The hardware will include securing means for operation.

2.2 Design and Implementation

This section refers to the hardware design sequence for the proposed system
implementation. Main topics in this stage are: main components selection, signal
adaptation circuit design, communication interface design, selection, placement
and design of peripherals, power supply design, and finally design and
manufacturing of printed circuit board (PCB).

2.2.1

Main components selection

The main system component is the DSP microcontroller which will have direct
interaction with the K-LC6 sensor and all other sub-circuits. In order to obtain the
desired sampling frequency, and keeping in mind the specified requirements, the
Microchip dsPIC30F5015 was selected because of its datasheet characteristics
[13]. It is necessary to add a DAC because this DSP does not have one.
Therefore, the digital signal will be generated in the DSP to deliver it to the
Analog Devices AD7801, which is 8 bits low power DAC, with direct connection
capability to microcontrollers, including other appropriated characteristics [14] for
this radar system.
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2.2.2

Signal adaptation circuit design

K-LC6 sensor requires a VCO bounded signal, and it delivers the received
signals that need to be adapted so as to be processed in the DSP. Hence, it is
necessary to design two different sub-circuits to adapt the received and
transmitted signals.
First of all, the transmitted signal adaptation system is described. The main
objective of this block is to adapt the output DAC signal that is bounded between
0 and 5 V, to a signal between 1 and 10 V for VCO K-LC6 [12] sensor. Because it
is eight bits DAC, it is necessary to generate a voltage ramp signal with the
dsPIC between 0 and 5 V with eight bits, it means 28 steps (Figure 8). Given the
chosen PRF of 1 KHz, the ramp period is:
Tram =

1
1
=
= 1ms
PRF 1 KHz

(20)

Figure 8. Period vs. voltage ramp generation.
In other words, time for each step and therefore sampling frequency are:
Tstep =

1 ms
1
1
= 3.9 μs → fsDAC =
=
= 256.4 KHz
256
Tstep 3.9 μs

(21)

A perfect ramp produces a frequency response shown in Figure 9.
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Figure 9. Frequency response of a perfect ramp.
However, a stepped ramp will produce a similar response, but it has replicated
each step frequency interval (Figure 10):

Figure 10. Frequency response of a stepped ramp.
A low pass filter can be used to eliminate these not desired replicas. In order to
avoid distortion to the transmitted signal as much as possible, a 100 KHz cut
frequency filter was chosen. If it is selected a commercial value for capacitance of
68 pF, the resistance required is [15]:
R=

1
1
=
= 23.4 KΩ
2π ∗ fL ∗ C 2π ∗ 100 KHz ∗ 68 pF

(22)

Choosing the nearest commercial value for this resistor, 22 KΩ, the real cut
frequency is:
fL =

1
1
=
= 106 KHz
2π ∗ R ∗ C 2π ∗ 22 KΩ ∗ 68 pF

(23)

Now, the signal needs to be amplified and adapted to produce a ramp between 1
and 10 V. For this, and since the DSP is able to deliver a ramp between 0.5 and
5 V, it is enough with amplifying it twice (6dB) to obtain the desired levels. The
schematic circuit is shown in Figure 11. It consists in a non-inverter low pass filter
with a single power supply operational amplifier [15], LMP7702. This reference of
National Instruments has two different operational amplifiers [16], and therefore
there is one available to be used in other block if desired.
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Figure 11. Transmitted signal adaptation system.
On the other hand, it is needed to adapt the received K-LC6 sensor signals to be
processed by the ADC of DSP, whence the received signal adaptation is
explained below. These signals are 20 mVpp bounded, so it is necessary to
amplify, filter and increase DC (Direct Current) level in order to transform them
into a 0 to 5 V bounded signal. In addition, and after laboratory measures on the
K-LC6 sensor, the real received signals amplitudes are 3 to 5 mVpp bounded, so
these are the values which will be used in subsequent calculations. Considering
maximum range (R) of 60 m and band width (B) of 250 MHz (from K-LC6
datasheet [12]), using a 90% duty cycle (dc) voltage signal and assuming PRF=1
KHz, it is possible to obtain the maximum beat frequency as [17]:

fbmax =

2 ∗ B ∗ PRF ∗ R max 2 ∗ 250MHz ∗ 1KHz ∗ 60m
=
= 111 KHz
108 m
c ∗ dc
3∗
∗ 0.9
s

(24)

According to AN-04 [18] RFbeam Microwave GmbH recommendations, the
LMV774 Texas Instruments operational amplifier was selected for filtering and
amplifying, which has one chip consisting of four different amplifiers [19]. It is
suggested too, a schematic with five operational amplifiers: two for In-phase
signal, two for Quadrature signal and one more for the desired DC level. Because
there is an operational amplifier available from transmitted signal adaptation
system, this can be used to set the DC level and it is not necessary an additional
chip.
Since maximum signal is 5 mVpp, a voltage gain of 1000 units is required and a
2.5 V DC to obtain the desired 0 to 5 V bounded signal (using available
LMP7702). The schematic circuit [18] for each I/Q signals is shown in Figure 12.
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Figure 12. I/Q signals adaptation.
High pass filters are defined by R1, C1 and R3, C3, and low pass filters are
defined by R2, C2 and R4, C4. It produces a second order band pass filter for
each signal. Voltage gain is distributed between both stages to not exceed the
LMV774 gain bandwidth product (GBW=3.5 MHz [19]). In-phase and Quadrature
stages are identical, so it is enough to design one of them and duplicate it.
Voltage gain is [18]:
GV = GV1 ∗ GV2 → GV1 = GV2 = √GV ≈ 30 =

R2
R1

(25)

Lower beat frequency determines the minimum range to detect as shown:
R min =

fbmin ∗ c ∗ dc
= 0.5m → fbmin = 925.9 Hz ≈ 1KHz → R min
2 ∗ B ∗ PRF
= 0.54m

(26)

Choosing R1 = 2 KΩ, R2 = 60 KΩ, whose nearest commercial value is 62 KΩ.
High pass cut frequency [15] and minimum range [17] are given by:
fL = 1 KHz =

R min

1
→ C1 = 79.577nF ≈ 75nF → fL = 1.06KHz
2π ∗ R1 ∗ C1

108 m
fbmin ∗ c ∗ dc 1.06KHz ∗ 3 ∗ s ∗ 0.9
=
=
= 0.57m
2 ∗ B ∗ PRF
2 ∗ 250MHz ∗ 1KHz

(27)

(28)

These results set R3 and C3 values too. For low pass filter, and keeping in mind
the maximum beat frequency and R2 value, the cut frequency [15] and maximum
range [17] are:
1
→ C2 = 23.1pF ≈ 22pF → fH
2π ∗ R2 ∗ C2
= 116.68KHz

fH = 111 KHz =

R max

108 m
fbmax ∗ c ∗ dc 111KHz ∗ 3 ∗ s ∗ 0.9
=
=
= 60m
2 ∗ B ∗ PRF
2 ∗ 250MHz ∗ 1KHz

(29)

(30)
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Note that maximum range is limited by K-LC6 sensor characteristics [12]. R4 and
C4 values are the same that R2 and C2. It is import to check that the LMV774
gain bandwidth product is not exceeded according to the manufacturer [19],
because it could degrade its performance:
fH =

GBW 3.5MHz
=
= 116KHz > fbmax = 111KHz
GV2
30

(31)

All calculations are identical for both In-phase and Quadrature signals.

2.2.3

Communication interface

Communication between radar system and a personal computer is required.
Using dsPIC UART module it is possible to send and receive information through
transmission and reception lines with serial protocol. USB communications have
been implemented using the FTDI Chip FT232R communication interface that is
able to connect directly the DSP with the personal computer. These IC can get its
power from USB bus [20], so this does not need power supply for the hardware
circuit. Schematic circuit is available in the datasheet supplied by the
manufacturer [20] and this is the circuit to be used.

2.2.4

Selection, placement and design of peripherals

DSP dsPIC30F5015 has several I/O ports which can be used in the radar
system. Below, main used I/O DSP ports are described:




For I/Q signals from K-LC6 sensor, AN2 and AN3 channels from ADC of DSP
are used.
Ports PGC, PGD and MCLR for in-circuit programming.
A port was enabled in order to give the circuit the possibility to connect to a
LCD (optional) with a Philips driver PCD8544 [21]. This device was selected
because of its high commercial availability, low cost and its easy way to be
controlled by SPI (Serial Peripheral Interface) of DSP. Ports SCK2, SDO2,
RC13 and RC14 where enabled to control it. Figure 13 shows the schematic
circuit according to Philips recommendations:
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Figure 13. Schematic circuit for LCD port.



For DAC control pins WR and WS, ports RD0 and RD1 were used
respectively.
For LEDs, acoustic indicator, CAN and I2C bus (optional) general purpose
DSP ports were used.

2.2.5

Power supply

Three different voltage levels are needed in the design: 5 V for DSP, LMV774,
DAC and K-LC6 sensor, 3.3 V to power the optional LCD and 10 V for LMP7702
(analog block) for 1 to 10 V bounded signal for VCO of K-LC6 sensor. For 5 V
levels Fairchild LM7805 was selected, and LM1117 of Texas Instruments for
remaining voltages, according with connections suggested by both manufacturers
[22] [23]. LM1117 has a dropout voltage of 1.3 V to regulate correctly, so it is
necessary to use at least a 12 VDC adapter to power the circuit.
It is important to think about the power consumption of each device to use, in
order to calculate the thermic dissipation and avoid possible damages in voltage
regulators or other circuit elements. In accordance with the different devices
manufacturer datasheets, Table 5 shows the main devices power consumption.
Device
LMP7702
DSPIC30F5015
LMV774
AD7801
K-LC6
LCD

Typical current
consumption (mA)
1.5
180
2.5
2.5
50
20

Voltage (V)
10
5
5
5
5
3.3

Table 5. Main devices power consumption.

For regulators, thermal features [22] [23] are shown in Table 6.
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Device

Junction
Temperature
𝑇𝐽 , (°C)

LM7805
LM1117

0 – 125
0 – 125

Thermal resistance
between junction
and case 𝑇𝐽𝐶 ,
(°C/W)
5
3

Thermal resistance
between junction and
ambient (without heat sink
or air flow) 𝑇𝐽𝐴 , (°C/W)
65
79

Table 6. Thermal features for voltage regulators.
For 10 V source, power is [24]:
Pd = (Vin − Vout ) ∗ Iout = (12V − 10V) ∗ 1.5mA = 0.003W

(32)

Thermal power has a circuital model [24] analog to electrical power, where it is
possible to refer electrical current (I [A]) as thermal flow (P [W]), electrical voltage
(V [V]) as temperature (T [°C]) and electric resistance (R [Ω]) as thermal
resistance (R [°C/W]). That is the reason why it is possible to draw a thermal
circuit to simplify calculations as shown in Figure 14.

Figure 14. Thermal circuit for power dissipation calculations.
The objective is to avoid the use of heat sinks, to minimize the final circuit size.
This can simplify the model because manufacturers give directly the junctionambient temperature. For 10 V source [24]:
TJ = TA + (Pd ∗ R JA ) = 25°C + (0.003W ∗ 79 °C⁄W) = 25.237°C

(33)

This temperature is lower than the maximum junction temperature supported by
LM1117. For 3.3 V the procedure is the same:
Pd = (12V − 3.3V) ∗ 20mA = 0.174W

(34)

TJ = 25°C + (0.174W ∗ 79 °C⁄W) = 38.746°C

(35)

Both sources are valid because temperature does not exceed the specified limits.
Finally for 5 V source:
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Pd = (12V − 5V) ∗ 235mA = 1.645W

(36)

TJ = 25°C + (1.645W ∗ 65 °C⁄W) = 131.925°C

(37)

In this case, temperature exceeds the maximum supported by the device. This
fact forces to design a new configuration thinking in avoid the use of heat sinks. A
valid solution is re-distributing the voltage by adding a new LM7805 regulator to
enforce the heat dissipation. Figure 15 shows the new structure of power
supplies. The new calculations are shown as follows. For 10 V source:
Pd = (12V − 10V) ∗ 182mA = 0.364W

(38)

TJ = 25°C + (0.364W ∗ 79 °C⁄W) = 53.756°C < 125°C

(39)

For DSP source:
Pd = (10V − 5V) ∗ 180mA = 0.9W

(40)

TJ = 25°C + (0.9W ∗ 65 °C⁄W) = 83.5°C < 125°C

(41)

For the rest 5 V devices:
Pd = (12V − 5V) ∗ 55mA = 0.385W

(42)

TJ = 25°C + (0.385W ∗ 65 °C⁄W) = 50.025°C < 125°C

(43)

For 3.3 V source calculations are identical as done before. This configuration is
valid for temperature considerations and produces an electric power consumption
given by:
PTotal = 12V ∗ 257mA = 3W

(44)

This power is supplied by 12 VDC generic adapter which must guarantee the
enough electrical power. This sources configuration presents the advantage of
independence between analog and digital power supplies without excessive
temperature rising. In addition, PCB can be designed to act like heat sink
improving thermal dissipation.
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Figure 15. Power supplies distribution.

2.2.6

PCB design

Once defined all previous considerations, next step is to design and assemble
the PCB circuit. Because the objective is to minimize the circuit size, the majority
of components were surface mounting selected. It is necessary to use a CAD
(Computer Aided Design) software specialized in PCB design to easily generate
the main board from the schematic circuit. A list of rules was kept in mind for this
design:










If possible to separate analog side from digital side to avoid possible
interferences with low level signals.
Isolating of USB communications and routing USBDM and USBDP FT232R
pins as differential pair according to the datasheet [20] recommendations.
Placing connectors for peripherals, USB and power jack in the boundaries of
PCB to easily connect/ disconnect them and to avoid possible damages.
Providing test points to simplify measures that can show the circuit
functionality.
Including jumpers to interrupt and measure main signals as for example I/Q
signals, communications signals, and adaptation system signals, to check the
correct operation of the radar system.
Including the necessary holes to install the radar system to operate by fixing
the main board with screws.
Placing of voltage regulators to simplify routing task and to benefit of PCB as
heat sink.
Minimizing of PCB size
Where possible to try one side routing at the top layer.
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Include the PCB manufacturer rules to avoid time delays or fabrication
defects.

Figure 16 shows a picture of the PCB after the manufacturing process and the
radar system with its components assembled.

Figure 16. System radar after manufacturing process.
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3. SOFTWARE FOR SIGNAL GENERATION – SIGNAL PROCESSING
DESIGN

In this chapter the development of software for dsPIC program that acts as a
central controller of the K - LC6 radar system is described.
Following the objectives of this project and once designed and manufactured the
hardware platform for K - LC6 module, the software requirements specification is
done to properly operate all radar system.

3.1 Requirements

The system program must fulfill two main tasks:
1. Generate the voltage ramp to the K - LC6 module
2. Processing the received signals I / Q and sent to PC
In this part of software design generation and signal processing, the following
system blocks are directly involved (see Figure 7. System Radar K-LC6 block
diagram)
- DSP
- Programming Interface
- Communication interface
- DAC
- Received I/Q signal conditioning
- System lights
Within each block are the elements that define the functional requirements, so:
No.

Block

Device

1

DSP

dsPIC30F5015

2

Programming
Interface

Connection port to
Microchip’s PICkit 3 InCircuit
Debugger/Programmer

2. Enabled through the
program MPLABX reading /
programming dsPIC.

FT232R USB UART IC

3. Perform asynchronous serial
communication with the PC
via the HW interface
communications between
the dsPIC UART port and
the USB port of the PC.
4. Configure the appropriate
data frame sent to the PC
for reading and further signal
processing.

3

Communication
interface

Functional requirements
1. As a central control device, it
should generate, receive,
process and adequately
communicate signals to PC
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No.

Block

Device

4

DAC

DAC AD7801

5

Received I/Q
signal
conditioning

Quad low noise precision
operational amplifiers
LMV774

6

System lights

LEDs

Functional requirements
5. Configure the serial
communication protocol
data, given by: Speed
(Bauds), Data bits, Stop bits,
Parity and Flow Control.
6. Send parallel and
sequentially at fixed time
intervals, the 8 bits
corresponding to each step
of the 256 possible
combinations to DAC.
7. Send control signals to the
DAC for conversion and
formation of the analog
ramp.
8. Sampling and converting
according to the Nyquist
frequency each I/Q signals.
9. Formatting the digitized I/Q
signals.
10. They should be stored and
sent to processing on the
PC.
11. Using light signals to
indicate system operation.

Table 7. Functional requirements for K-LC6 radar system.
As indicated in table 7 radar system operation is controlled by the dsPIC, then
dsPIC’s tasks for sequential development, are:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Connect to the programming interface PicKit3
Generate the discrete signal for the ramp
Read analog input I / Q signals and convert them to digital format
Send digitized signals I / Q to FT232R USB UART interface
Turn on or off the LED to indicate operation of the system
Attend to RESET signal to restart system

From the above, resource inventory using the dsPIC is derived:
-

-

Two pins for connection to the programming interface PICkit3
Port E of 8 bits (8 pins) for discrete ramp signal, as the CW radar the
generation of this signal is the highest priority so that the port chosen not
to be used for other tasks while operating the system.
Two pins to control AD7801 DAC
Two pin internal port of ADC, one for each signal I / Q
Two pins of reference signals for internal ADC VREF + and VrefTwo-pin UART serial communication module
Two pins, one for each LED
RESET pin

Therefore, the objective of generation and signal processing software is to
generate the ramp signal, digitize I/Q signals and send them to the USB UART
interface.
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The following diagram shows the input or output signals to dsPIC.

Figure 17. Input/output signals to the dsPIC diagram.
The following table shows the parameter values of each input/output signals to
the dsPIC.
Parameter
Internal oscillator frequency
Input data

Ramp period
Stair-step time
Analog input I/Q
Discrete signal
generation

Expected
outputs

to

LED outputs

USB baud rate

ramp

Values
7.37 MHz internal RC oscillator,
16x PLL
1 ms
3.9us
0V to 5V
From 26 to 245 step 1 and
From 245 to 29 step 6
Total 256 bytes
On, Off
9600
19200
38400
56K
115K

Table 8. Initial data and expected outputs radar algorithm

3.2 Algorithm for software development

Once established requirements, design flow chart for programming the dsPIC is:
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Start

Include Libraries
Define and initialize variables
Define constants
Set Registers
Configure I / O ports

No
samples vector
full?

Yes

Stair-step time
compliment?

A

Yes

No
UART
Busy?

No

Yes

ADConversion
is complete?

No

Yes
Add start/end
symbol to frame
Clear ADC Flag

Format conversion
result

Sent frame to UART

save to samples
vector

Reset pointer
sample vector
Reset step value

Figure 18. Master routine flowchart.

And the timer service routine interrupt ISR, once the elapsed time step is as
follows:
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A

Clear Flag timer1
Reset register timer1

Step = Step + 1

Send to DAC
step value

Step>255?

Enable DAC

Step = 0

Disable DAC
Return

Restart sampling

Figure 19. Timer ISR flowchart.

From the above algorithms are writing code, debugging and proceeds to program
the dsPIC.
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4. RADAR SYSTEM SIGNAL PROCESSING AND GRAPHIC INTERFACE

Once hardware and DSP main software have been designed, next step is to
process data and present the information in order to enable to present range and
radial velocity measurements. This chapter describes the radar signal
processing, and HMI (Human-Machine Interface) developed to reach these goals.
As it was explained in previous sections, the radar system has two different
possibilities to present measures: By communicating with a personal computer,
using consequently the necessary software tool or, optionally, by showing result
through a liquid crystal display.

4.1 Requirements

Because the project objectives are not targeting to LCD control, this device was
not considered in the scope of present design, first of all due to its optional
nature, and second, because of familiarity with high performance of available
software tools. For these reasons, the design will focus on personal computer
interfacing instead of LCD option, which will be briefly described. Considering this
fact, the main requirements are shown below.




The chosen software tool shall support advanced mathematical operations for
signal processing, serial communications as well as graphic capabilities.
The software tool will admit to draw mathematical functions to present the
measurements in a graphical way.
The graphic interface will present distance and speed measurements to
check the appropriate functionality of system radar.

4.2 Signal Processing

To fulfill the specified requirements, it was decided to select MATLAB as software
tool to process and present the radar measures. The specialized nature in
mathematical operations with matrices makes MATLAB the ideal software to
reach the objectives. Once the system radar is operating with the appropriate
software, data are available all the time in the USB interface to be read, and
therefore, the main software functionality to create in MATLAB needs to point in
topics as serial communication, matrix operations and graphic presentation.
Figure 20 shows a flowchart of software functionality to build:
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Figure 20. MATLAB script flowchart.
As can be seen in the last figure, the seven ramps samples that are been
sending all the time by USB port to the personal computer must be read serially
in MATLAB, and then the first thing is necessary to do after necessary constant
definitions (sampling frequency (fs ), bandwidth (B), ramp period (T), light speed
(c), duty cycle (DC), K-LC6 sensor radar operation frequency (f), PRF, wave
length (lambda)) is an appropriate setting of serial port parameters which will
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receive data. To do it, the most important properties are: port name assigned by
the personal computer once the USB cable has been connected, the chosen
baud rate, reading mode and port opening/ closing as needed, among other
properties that can be seen in MATLAB help on “serial” section (it is easy to find
by typing on MATLAB help searcher: “serial properties”). It is a critical part on the
code because it is important to create a loop with capabilities of synchronizing the
port to start saving data in the correct instant, that is to say, at the beginning of
the first ramp. Therefore, as it was cited previously, the DSP software was
designed to send serially again and again seven ramps surrounded by a special
character which marks the beginning and the end of the frame, so that it is
possible to search and identify these characters in MATLAB to find where the
frame exactly started and ended. As each frame has seven ramps and each
ramp has 256 samples, the complete frame must have 1792 samples surrounded
by this special character mentioned before (this character could be whichever
chosen by the programmer, but its ASCII code must be known, and it must be
possible to identify among the characters that are contained inside the frame).
Once the frame was received, it is time to start with processing signal that is
summarized in Figure 21. The frame must be transform into a two-dimensional
matrix with samples in columns and a ramp by each row, to obtain the distance
profile. It is necessary to remove the DC component in order to reduce the lobe
produced because of lack of isolation between transmitter and receiver, and then
a windowing process to reduce sidelobe levels, must be implemented [25].

Figure 21. Signal processing to obtain distance and speed profiles.
A Hamming window was used because of its high secondary lobes rejection and
its narrow main lobe [26]. Next step is to define the axis for graphing the distance
profile. For that, it is enough with converting the samples axis into distance, and
each of sample information into its amplitude in dB equivalent; obtaining a
samples vs. voltage graphic is useful too, as is shown in Figure 22, to verify that
adaptation signal circuits are working correctly without operational amplifiers
saturation, and, if necessary, to adjust its gain with the potentiometers defined for
it. The following formulas were used to define the axis in each case:
Amplitude[V] = sample ∗ 5V/256

(45)

freq[Hz] = NFFTpoint ∗ fs /NTotalFFTpoints

(46)

Range[m] =

freq ∗ c ∗ T ∗ dc
2∗B

Amplitude[dB] = 20 ∗ log|sample|

(47)
(48)
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Figure 22. Received ramps vs. amplitude (V).
As mentioned above, the used constants defined previously, it must be
considered that it is all about matrices manipulation: frequency, for instance, is a
512 points vector, and this equation must apply to each one FFT points, to
produce a 512 points distance vector. The same reasoning works for amplitude,
because its equation applies for the current sample in all ramps at the same time.
The final step to obtain the distance profile is to apply the FFT to the samples vs.
ramps matrix in fast time, which means, in samples dimension. It produces a
matrix with the same row size and twice column size (distance profile). However,
in order to get a correct distance profile, it must be guaranteed that all ramps
have approximately the same behavior, in other words, without corrupted or
damaged samples in the detection or serial data communication processes. The
first of seven ramps was discarded because it showed a random and different
behavior in the first samples comparing it with the other ones (Figure 23), and
also, the number of samples was limited into an interval which presents a
homogenous behavior between ramps. Because of that, the number of samples
to process was selected between 70 and 220 (151 samples), with six ramps in
total. Finally, using MATLAB, it is possible to draw the distance profile as shown
in Figure 24.

Figure 23. Difference between the first ramp with respect to the other ones.
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Figure 24. Two ways to present the distance profile.
In the first case the MATLAB plot function was used, and in the second, the
imagesc function.
Note that the imagesc function permits to see amplitude information with using a
color scale which can be defined conveniently. Both representations are valid for
distance profile.
After that, a windowing process was done, this time in the slow time dimension
(each ramp), to the distance profile matrix, by using the Hamming window again.
As FFT in this dimension produces a new Doppler profile matrix, it is suitable to
adjust the axis again to draw the targets speed. Distance axis is the same, but in
the speed axis the following equations were used:
dopp[Hz] = NFFTpoint ∗ PRF/NTotalFFTpoints

(49)

Speed[Km⁄h] = 3.6 ∗ dopp ∗ lambda/2

(50)

Similar conditions like the ones before, were applied to the speed profile that was
obtained by doing the FFT in slow time dimension. The graphic presentation was
done only with the MATLAB function imagesc this time, because in this case
there are three dimensions to draw: distance, speed and amplitude (color scale).
Figure 25 shows an example of this representation.

Figure 25. Graphic representation of speed profile with MATLAB using imagesc
function.
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Observe how speed axis was defined to see both, positive and negative speeds,
to distinguish between moving away and approximating targets respectively.
Figure 26 shows all images integrated.

Figure 26. Graphic interface designed in MATLAB.

4.3 Signal processing and graphic interface with LCD

As it was shown in chapter two, the design of radar system was made to have the
possibility of operating with a liquid crystal display (LCD) as graphic interface.
This fact offers the option of doing all processing signal implementation directly in
the DSP, adding refresh rate of the information by removing of serial
communications functions, which were necessary to send data to the personal
computer.
The flowchart of Figure 28 shows the functionality of the DSP software in this
case. Observe that this is very similar to the previous flowchart, but without the
communication process with the personal computer. Figure 27 shows a picture of
the radar system with the LCD assembled. Despite it is a LCD with just 48 X 84
pixels, it is possible to draw interesting graphics to show range and speed
information about targets, in a similar way to MATLAB. However, as it was noted
before, this option will be studied for future research, because the visualization
way is not the focus of the present project, but it is the correct signal processing,
which is basically the same described in the previous section, yet this time
oriented to the DSP.
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Figure 27. Radar system with the LCD assembled.
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Figure 28. Flowchart of signal processing on DSP.
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5. TEST PROTOCOL

Tests done on the radar system to probe its functionality, both hardware and
software levels, are presented now. All tests have been done progressively as
design phases have been completed to obtain the final radar system, and
therefore, all experiments with their corresponding results and final evaluation of
the design, are described in this chapter.

5.1 REQUIREMENTS












If the PCB has been correctly assembled, it means that the main board must
have been manufactured in accordance with the design, and its circuit
components properly soldered, in the right place according to the schematic
circuit.
The power sources must supply the necessary voltages for all circuit
components. The temperature of the voltage regulators and the DSP must
not exceed manufacturers’ specifications.
The DSP must allow in-circuit programming and control of all peripherals
depending on the program written in its memory.
The K-LC6 sensor must permit measurement of return signals, by showing
the amplitude and phase between in-phase and quadrature signals, when it is
connected to a power source.
The DSP must be able to control the DAC to generate the analog ramp
signal.
The DSP must be able to control the serial communication circuit to transmit
and receive messages between the radar system and the personal computer.
The DSP’s ADC must allow reading of received signals by K-LC6 sensor.
The radar system must measure range of targets correctly, and if necessary,
it must permit the received signal adaptation system calibration by using the
potentiometers that are available to do it.
The radar system must allow speed measurement of targets regarding the
distance in which they are.

5.2 PERFORMED EXPERIMENTS

5.2.1

Test 1. PCB checking

Once the main board was delivered by the manufacturer, a visual inspection was
done to verify possible irregularities, mainly in thinner tracks and smaller holes,
and this showed the correct fabrication before starting with assembling
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components. After that, the soldering process of all circuit components on the
PCB was approved, with the later performance of a new inspection, but this time
more detailed with a microscope to check reciprocity with the schematic circuit.
Some mistakes were made evidently, but all of them were easy to correct, like for
instance, crossed components or short-circuit lines after soldering process.
With all circuit components rightly assembled on the main board, the measure of
voltage regulators was made using the test points and a multimeter. This
measurement is summarized in Table 9.
Test point
VCC5
VCC10
VCC5DSPIC
VCC3p3

Required voltage
(V)
Min 4.75/ Max 5.25
[12]
Min 9.6 / Max 10 [16]
[23]
Min 4.5/ Max 5.5 [13]
Min 2.7/ Max 3.3 [21]

Measured
voltage (V)
4.96

Meets the
requirement
Yes

9.6

Yes

4.96
3.2

Yes
Yes

Table 9. Voltage regulators checking.
The required voltages have been taken from the manufacturers’ datasheets, of
the most critical components to be powered. Once these voltages were tested, it
the first DSP program was made to probe the functionality, both programming
interface, and peripherals control, by designing a simple program to blink the
LEDs on PCB. The source code of this program can be seen in Appendix A.
Figure 29 shows the system radar mounting, with the programming kit connected
to the personal computer for blinking the LEDs on PCB, which was successful.

Figure 29. First probes of PCB functionality.

5.2.2

Test 2. K-LC6 sensor measurement

Before DSP programming to send signals to K-LC6 sensor, this was
disassembled from the main board and measured with the oscilloscope to verify
its functionality. It is enough by powering the sensor with a 5 V voltage source
and connecting it directly to the polarization pins [12]. Then, oscilloscope probes
were connected in I/Q outputs, to produce the result that can be seen in Figure
30.
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Figure 30. I/Q channels measurement in K-LC6 sensor.
These signals were obtained by moving a target by approximating and moving it
away repeatedly close to the sensor. Observe the phase difference between both
signals, and how amplitude is around 30 mVpp. In accordance with the datasheet
specifications, these outputs are around 20 mVpp, which must keep in mind to
avoid the operational amplifiers saturation in the received signal adaptation
circuit. However, the fact of higher amplitude is not harmful; instead, it shows that
a lower gain is necessary in regard to expected gain, which can be calibrated
through the potentiometers that are enabled to do it. Both channels had a
homogeneous behavior, so the sensor is ready to be implemented in the radar
system.

5.2.3

Test 3. Ramps generation with the DSP

Before assembling the K-LC6 sensor on the main board, a source code was
designed to check the DAC functionality and its appropriate control by the DSP,
by knowing the datasheet specifications. To do it, first of all, a ramps train with
period of 1 ms was generated (PRF = 1 KHz) with 100% duty cycle, which was
observed in the oscilloscope as shown in Figure 31. Each ramp has 256 steps
that mark different voltage values.

Figure 31. Ramps train generation with 100% duty cycle.
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Note that the 1 ms period is approximately the expected, and therefore the PRF.
However, there is an abrupt fall from maximum to minimum value, which made
this signal just for demonstrative objectives.
For applying the voltage signal to the K-LC6 sensor, it is necessary to decrease
the ramp duty cycle for slowing down its falling. In addition, it is necessary to
consider that the maximum voltage supplied by the 10 V power source is not this
nominal value but 9.6 V instead. If the maximum ramp value is 5 V and this ramp
is amplified twice in the transmission signal adaptation circuit, as described in
chapter 2, the operational amplifier will be in saturation starting from 9.6 V. That
is the reason why, it is required to generate a ramp 0.5 V to 4.8 bounded in the
DSP, to avoid saturation.
As the possible values in the DSP for ramp generation are between 0 and 255, to
produce the different voltage levels, the port values to produce 0.5 V and 4.8 V
are 26 and 245, respectively (rounding to integral values). This results in 220
steps, from minimum to maximum ramp value, and there are 36 available steps
(220+36=256) to cover the ramp falling from maximum to minimum value.
Because the signal needs to fall to minimum value to start a new ramp, the falling
must do in steps by 6. Figure 32 shows a summary of this process. The duty
cycle has defined then as:

dc =

220 ∗ 100
= 86.2%
255

(51)

While the rising slope for each ramp is unit, the falling slope is:

mfall =

220
= −6
−36

(52)

Considering the above, a source code was built for voltage signal generation,
which was measured with the oscilloscope, and this produced the signal shown in
Figure 33.
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Figure 32. Voltage signal design considerations.

Figure 33. Voltage signal obtained.
Note that the obtained signal has a duty cycle of:
𝑑𝑐 =

1.097𝑚𝑠 ∗ 100
= 85%
1.29221𝑚𝑠

(53)

This difference with respect to the expected value is because of the rounding
made to calculate the theoretical value previously, considering that the exact
values to produce 0.5 V and 4.8 V are 25.5 and 244.8, respectively. But these
values are not possible to generate in an eight bit register, so there are
quantification errors. Even so, the obtained ramp is valid to excite the VCO,
because it was possible to slow down the ramp falling from the maximum, with
reducing abrupt oscillations on it. The duty cycle must be kept in consideration
during the signal processing phase.
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5.2.4

Test 4. USB communication: radar system-personal computer.

To probe the communication circuit between the radar system and the personal
computer, a source code was designed for DSP to enable sending messages
and receive basic commands. Using the software hyperterminal, it is possible to
link this kind of serial communications, by defining a few common parameters,
which are demanded for UART module of DSP.
The DSP program sends a message that is possible to be read in hyperterminal
and it spreads a simple menu to select a few options, to verify that transmission
and reception work properly. The source code is attached in Appendix A, and
Figure 34 shows the results of the sent message and the menu selection option
through the personal computer keyboard.

Figure 34. Communication test with the personal computer.
We observe that the test was successful and that in the lower part of the
hyperterminal window can be seen the communication parameters.

5.2.5

Test 5. ADC of DSP test

With the software hyperterminal it is also possible, to probe the DSP' ADC
functionality, because it is enough with reading arbitrary and known voltages that
are directly connected to channels of ADC, which were selected for signals I/ Q
(chapter 2), and sending the conversion result to the personal computer. It is
important not to exceed the maximum voltage ranges according to the DSP
datasheet specifications. Connecting one of these channels to 5 V (10 bits value:
1023) and the other one to the 3.3 V test point (10 bits value 665, because the
real measured value is 3.2 V), the result in hyperterminal is shown in Figure 35.
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Figure 35. Voltages read by the ADC in channels assigned for receiving I/Q
signals of K-LC6 sensor.
The first 256 values represent the 3.2 V power source and the next 256 values
represent the 5 V source.
Note that the ADC format is in 10 bits, so the result of the conversion is:
volt meas =

665 ∗ 5V
= 3.24V ≈ 3.2V
210

(54)

volt meas =

1023 ∗ 5V
= 4.99V ≈ 5V
210

(55)

Figure 36 shows the mounting to get this measure.

Figure 36. Mounting for ADC testing.
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As it can be verified, the ADC works correctly and is compatible with the
communications block. The source code can be find in Appendix A.

5.2.6

Test 6. Distance measurement

As explained above, the radar system circuits work separately as expected. Next
step is to design the final source code which generates the transmission signal
(256 samples ramp) and reads the received data by K-LC6 sensor. First, it was
attempted to save 8 ramps for I signal, and other 8 ramps for Q signal, for being
sent to the personal computer by USB cable, and then processing them in
MATLAB. However, it was not possible because it is required a DSP with a
bigger memory space. The DSPIC30F5015 has a 2 KB RAM, which limits the
signals storage to be able to send them subsequently. This fact is obliged to
change the way of working with the radar system, since there is an important
technological limitation. Given the available memory, the maximum ramps
quantity that can be storage is:
Nramps =

2048 Bytes
=8
256 Bytes

(56)

Observe that it takes in consideration only 256 bytes (denominator: 1 byte = 8
bits), although the ADC gives the result of each sample in 10 bits. The memory
limitation, forces to truncate the two least significant bits of conversion to let the
adjustment to the available resources with degrading of measuring accuracy.
Furthermore, with these 8 ramps, the memory would be totally full, and it is
necessary more space for other variable declarations in the source code. Hence,
the number of ramps to store for processing is seven and it is possible to use just
one of the two channels (anyone is valid: both channels have similar behavior),
but because to the LFM signal features, it is admissible yet to do distance and
speed measures.
The final source code of DSP is available on Appendix A and the MATLAB signal
processing code can be found in Appendix B in accordance to considerations
which were described in chapter 4. For distance measures, first it was verified
that operational amplifiers of received signal adaptation circuit has not saturated,
inasmuch as saturation of them, traduces in information loses as can be seen in
oscilloscope measures of I/ Q signals of Figure 37.
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Figure 37. Operational amplifiers saturation in the received signal adaptation
circuit.
To get the correct calibration of operational amplifiers, MATLAB was used to
evidence the voltage level of signals. Once calibration was done, it was possible
to obtain the distance measure as shown in the following figure.

Figure 38. Distance profile.

Left, measure of a target located to 2.5 m from radar system; right, the signals
received by the sensor without saturation.
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We note that on the distance profile a big lobe appears in distance zero, which
does not correspond to any target, but it is the transmitted signal coupled to the
receiver. Nevertheless, the target located to 2.5 m is distinguishable, in this
particular case this is the roof of a room. It is important to emphasize that
calibration of operational amplifiers is not automatic but manual, it means that to
be able to observe targets located in large distances, it is needed to increase the
amplifiers gain (saturation for near distances). The contrary situation also occurs:
if gain of operational amplifiers is calibrated to observe targets in short distances,
targets in large distances will be sensed without enough power to be
distinguished, and they turn hard to be detected. This is the key role of automatic
gain controls (AGC) in radar systems: for near target detections with echoes that
are received with high power, the AGC decreases the gain and for far targets with
echoes that are received with low power, the AGC increases the gain, in order to
make targets visible independently of their position.

5.2.7

Test 7. Speed measurement

Speed measure was done within the same principles of the previous section. In
this case it was essential not only static targets detection, but also moving
targets, as to distinguish when targets are approximating to the radar system and
when they are moving away from it. Again, the key role of AGC is significant in
the received signal adaptation circuit, and it is relevant to the lobe produced by
the transmitted signal coupling with the receiver. Figure 39 shows the difference
between a target in approximation to the radar system and a target moving away
from it.

Figure 39. Speed profile
Speed profile in which it is observed a target approximating to, and a target
moving away from the radar system, both cases approximately at 5 Km/h

5.3 Final Design Evaluation

Through field tests and calculations, functionality of the designed radar system
was verified. Figure 40 shows the mounting in which the system was tested with
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some targets, both static and mobile, to observe its behavior in the graphical
interface with MATLAB.

Figure 40. Field testing.
In the lower part two horizontal sequences are viewed using the graphical
interface: on the one hand with a target approximating to the system radar, and
on the other hand with one moving away from the radar.
Table 10 summarizes the system radar operative parameters after the tests.
Parameter
Tx frequency
Bandwidth
Range
Range resolution
Doppler resolution

Symbol
f
B
R
ΔR
Δfd

Min
24.05
250
0.61
0.6

Speed resolution

Δv

0.87
3.12

Maximum
unambiguous Doppler
frequency

ǀfdmaxǀ

Maximum
unambiguous speed

ǀvmaxǀ

2.60
9.36

Typical
24.15
270
0.56
138.89
0.86
3.11

2.59
9.32

Max
24.25
300
63.64
0.5
0.86
3.09

Unit
GHz
MHz
m
m
Hz
m/s
Km/h

416.67

Hz

2.58
9.28

m/s
Km/h

Table 10. Operative parameters of the radar system.

The following equations were used for preceding calculations [27]:
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R min

R max

fb ∗ c ∗ CU
= min
2 ∗ B ∗ PRF
fb
∗ c ∗ CU
= max
2 ∗ B ∗ PRF
c
∆R =
2B

c
∆v =
2 ∗ N ∗ PRI ∗ f

(57)

∆fd =
(58)

PRF
2

(61)

1
N ∗ PRI

(62)

|fdmax | ≤

|vmax | ≤
(59)
(60)

PRF ∗ c
4∗f

PRF =

1
PRI

(63)
(64)

Transmission frequency was taken from the datasheet of K-LC6 sensor, while
bandwidth values have been annotated from test on different sensors. The
design parameters used are shown in Table 11:
Parameter
Speed of light
Ramps for signal processing
Ramp period
Period repetition frequency
Minimum beat frequency
Maximum beat frequency
Duty cycle

Symbol Value
c
3.00E+08
N
6
PRI
0.0012
PRF
833.33
fbmin
1060
fbmax
111000
dc
0.86

Unit
m/s
s
Hz
Hz
Hz

Table 11. Design parameters for the radar system.
Note that with respect to calculated values during hardware design phase
(chapter 2), there are some differences in PRF and duty cycle, because as
described in chapter 4, the generated signal has these new design parameters.
However, the differences are small and they do not have considerable effects on
the operative parameters.
As it can be seen, the distance resolution is around 60 cm while speed resolution
is around 3.1 Km/h with a distance range between 61 cm and 63 m. If the ramp
period is increased with keeping the other design parameters (PRF decreasing)
the speed resolution improves, in exchange of some centimeters in the minimum
distance of detection, and it could improve much more, as the number of ramps
increases for Doppler processing. The first possibility just requires reprogramming of the DSP, but the other one demands a DSP with higher RAM
(this fact is considered as future research).
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6. CONCLUSIONS

6.1 Conclusions

As a result of the work done, a Frequency-modulated continuous-wave FMWC
radar prototype was obtained, which allows measurement of the radial velocity
and range to a target.
This prototype construction is highlighted with commercial elements, including K LC6 transceiver module and other elements that allow a low cost device, portable
thanks to its small volume and size, low power consumption and specific
performance.
Commercial elements like K-LC6 have some advantages for the development of
specific applications in a short time, since when integrated into a single block key
elements, in the case of a radar system as the transmitter and receiver, allowing
focus efforts design in the platform supporting hardware, and signal processing.
It is also clear that as the K-LC6 is a closed device, whose design depends on
the benefits provided by the manufacturer and in this case for CW radars. It is the
key isolation between the receiver and transmitter, which from being unable to
modify the design limits system performance. Therefore it is essential to
appropriately select these components.
Another key element worked on the project was the dsPIC Digital Signal
Controller, used as CPU core that allows the management of peripheral devices
to the card, such as the power source, the transceiver module, communication
with PC, LCD management, and others. Furthermore, as the name suggests
allows tasks of digital signal processing, then in the next stage of work on the
prototype, will allow make full processing of received echoes from the target to
establish its radial velocity and / or range.
An important consideration in the study was the data memory (Random-Access
Memory, RAM) dsPIC, because it limited the number of samples taken from the
echoes needed for the target, to improve resolution Doppler radar.
Importantly, the dsPIC is not a suitable element for applications requiring highspeed serial asynchronous communication, as these require some precision and
stability in the clock operation.
And in the dsPIC, insofar that the baud rate is increased, the error rate also
increases, until almost a +1.9%, which could cause problems in data
communication. The project worked with dsPIC internal oscillator with a
frequency of 7.37 MHz ± 2% nominal, which could be changed to work with an
external crystal quartz which usually has an accuracy from 10-5 to 10-4.
As for the analog ramp VCO required by the K-LC6, their generation was made
from the dsPIC, which sends a series of discrete values at regular time intervals
and which is then converted to analog in the DAC, at this stage no predistortion is
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performed of the ramp, which is a pending task that allow subsequent
linearization of VCO and having a linear frequency modulation signal.
This because a typical problem of VCO is that they add a certain level of
nonlinearity to the signal frequency generated, causing changes in the same way
unwanted frequency for a FMCW radar. These frequency variations can degrade
the performance of the radar.
Another improvement to develop on the prototype is the automatic gain control to
balance, detection of nearby targets, usually return echoes with high power, and
detecting distant targets that reflect weaker echoes.
The processing of the received echoes from the target to determine their range
and radial velocity, was developed with MATLAB, which receives information
from the PC USB. The maximum baud rate achieved was 38.4KBauds, making
updating information or data refreshing is not in real time. Therefore here arises
another idea for future work to improve this data refresh, using special
applications or toolbox of MATLAB, or other software to improve data
visualization.
It is even possible to think of other hardware tools such as communication
interface with radar that can increase the baud rate and the refresh time
information (USB, Ethernet, and PCI).
Likewise, as future work on the prototype to improve the presentation of data to
the user, it should be working on some technique of integrating digital signal or
data, or CFAR techniques.
As for the design phases of a radar system, they can be classified into three
groups: functional design, HW design and SW design. These last two are done
almost in parallel, they must complement each other to achieve the desired
operation of the radar. For example VCO linearization can be done by hardware
or software.
This project reflects the possibility of building radar sensors at low cost and
commercial elements in a short time.
Finally, it is important to note that this type of sensors not seeing degraded
operation by environmental conditions are suitable for working outdoors, or in
industrial environments with some level of environmental pollution.

6.2 Future Work

The implemented prototype contains other resources that make it a development
kit that allows short-term work on:
-

The development of a complete power system with power protection, on-off
switch, high battery autonomy and / or reliable charger.
The development of visualization system via a LCD screen.
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-

The inclusion of a buzzer or sound system.
Communication via CAN bus, used for communication of electronic systems
of a vehicle.
Development I2C protocol for communication between several
microcontrollers, for example forming a network of sensors.
Enable bidirectional communication tasks UART between the dsPIC and PC
to receive commands that allow, for example, select the data to display: radial
speed, range, or both.

Here are some related applications for CW radars, which are currently under
research and development:
-

Urban applications for the safety of persons, whether pedestrians or drivers,
which are an interesting challenge, due to the amount of clutter present in the
urban environment.
Measurement of biometric parameters from the motion of the human body for
example, blinking, chest movement with breathing, heart motion, gait and
others.
Monitoring systems of these biometric signals, to establish a level of driver
fatigue.
Smart home and assisted living systems to improve the lives of people. The
radar sensors are very useful as they do not require contact with a person.
Navigation Control for an Exploration Rover.
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Appendix A. C code project for dsPIC
Test code: “hola_tfm.c”
/* Hola mundo dsPIC30f5015
* File: hola_tfm.c
* Author: TFGB&YPG
* Created on February 3th - 2015, 05:12 PM
*/
// dsPIC30F5015 Headers & Libraries
#define FCY 29480000UL //Instruction clock rate
#include <p30F5015.h>
#include <stdio.h>
#include <stdlib.h>
#include <xc.h>
//Includes PIC hardware mapping
#include <libpic30.h>
// DSPIC30F5015 Configuration Bit Settings
// 5 register config: FOSC, FWDT, FBORPOR, FFGS, FICD.
// FOSC
#pragma config FOSFPR = FRC_PLL16
// Oscillator (FRC w/PLL 16x)
#pragma config FCKSMEN = CSW_FSCM_OFF // Clock Switching and Monitor (Sw
Disabled, Mon Disabled)
// FWDT
#pragma config FWPSB = WDTPSB_16
// WDT Prescaler B (1:16)
#pragma config FWPSA = WDTPSA_512
// WDT Prescaler A (1:512)
#pragma config WDT = WDT_OFF
// Watchdog Timer (Disabled)
// FBORPOR
#pragma config FPWRT = PWRT_64
#pragma config BODENV = BORV20
#pragma config BOREN = PBOR_ON
#pragma config LPOL = PWMxL_ACT_HI
High)
#pragma config HPOL = PWMxH_ACT_HI
High)
#pragma config PWMPIN = RST_IOPIN
PORT/TRIS regs)
#pragma config MCLRE = MCLR_EN

// POR Timer Value (64ms)
// Brown Out Voltage (Reserved)
// PBOR Enable (Enabled)
// Low-side PWM Output Polarity (Active
// High-side PWM Output Polarity (Active
// PWM Output Pin Reset (Control with
// Master Clear Enable (Enabled)

// FGS
#pragma config GWRP = GWRP_OFF
// General Code Segment Write Protect
(Disabled)
#pragma config GCP = CODE_PROT_OFF
// General Segment Code Protection
(Disabled)
// FICD
#pragma config ICS = ICS_PGD
PGD/EMUD)

// Comm Channel Select (Use PGC/EMUC and

// delay function
/*#if !defined(FCY)
extern void __delay_ms(unsigned long);
extern void __delay_us(unsigned long);
#else
#define __delay_ms(d) \
{ __delay32( (unsigned long) (d)*(FCY)/1000); }
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Test code: “hola_tfm.c”
#define __delay_us(d) \
{ __delay32( (unsigned long) (d)*(FCY)/1000000); }
#endif
*/
unsigned int ramp;
// Main function toggle LED & ramp to DAC
int main() {
// Configure I/O pins - PORTs
TRISDbits.TRISD6 = 0; // RD6 output
TRISDbits.TRISD7 = 0; // RD7 output
TRISE = 0; // PTOE output
TRISDbits.TRISD0 = 0; // RD0 output--> WR - DAC
TRISDbits.TRISD1 = 0; // RD1 output --> CS - DAC
// loop
while (1) {
ramp = 0; // Restart ramp
//function toggle LED, elapsed time = 200ms
LATDbits.LATD6 = 0; // turn off LED1
LATDbits.LATD7 = 1; // turn on LED2
__delay_ms(200);
LATDbits.LATD6 = 1; // turn on LED1
LATDbits.LATD7 = 0; // turn off LED2
__delay_ms(200);
//function ramp generator
for (ramp = 0; ramp < 255; ramp++) {
LATDbits.LATD0 = 1; // Disable --> WR - DAC
LATDbits.LATD1 = 1; // Disable --> CS - DAC
LATDbits.LATD1 = 0; // Enable --> WR - DAC
LATDbits.LATD0 = 0; // Enable --> CS - DAC
LATE = ramp;
// ramp value to DAC
LATDbits.LATD0 = 1; // Disable --> WR - DAC
LATDbits.LATD1 = 1; // Disable --> CS - DAC
}
}
}

Master code: “SW-dsPIC-final-March16th.c”
/* File: SW-dsPIC-final-March16th.c
* Author: Tomás & Yola
* Created on 04/03/2015
*/
// dsPIC30F5015 Headers and Libraries
#include <p30F5015.h>
#include <stdlib.h>
#include <libpic30.h>
#include <uart.h>
#include <ctype.h>
#include <timer.h>
#include <stdio.h>
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Master code: “SW-dsPIC-final-March16th.c”
#include <adc10.h>
#include <string.h>
#include <Generic.h>
#include <math.h>
#include <stdint.h>
// Variables UART
volatile unsigned short Distance;
volatile unsigned short Speed;
volatile unsigned short Counter;
volatile unsigned char c;
// Initialize variables DAC. I signal, 7 ramps x 256 samples x 8 bits
volatile unsigned char Rx_I1 [1792];
unsigned int SampleRx = 0;
unsigned int SampleTx = 0;
char message1[6];
const unsigned int base = 10;
// 256 ramp values from 0.3V to 4.8V
const unsigned char Tx[256] =
{26,27,28,29,30,31,32,33,34,35,36,37,38,39,40,41,42,43,44,
45,46,47,48,49,50,51,52,53,54,55,56,57,58,59,60,61,62,63,64,65,66,67,68,69,70,71,72,7
3,
74,75,76,77,78,79,80,81,82,83,84,85,86,87,88,89,90,91,92,93,94,95,96,97,98,99,100,10
1,102,
103,104,105,106,107,108,109,110,111,112,113,114,115,116,117,118,119,120,121,122,1
23,124,
125,126,127,128,129,130,131,132,133,134,135,136,137,138,139,140,141,142,143,144,1
45,146,
147,148,149,150,151,152,153,154,155,156,157,158,159,160,161,162,163,164,165,166,1
67,168,
169,170,171,172,173,174,175,176,177,178,179,180,181,182,183,184,185,186,187,188,1
89,190,
191,192,193,194,195,196,197,198,199,200,201,202,203,204,205,206,207,208,209,210,2
11,212,
213,214,215,216,217,218,219,220,221,222,223,224,225,226,227,228,229,230,231,232,2
33,234,
235,236,237,238,239,240,241,242,243,244,245,239,233,227,221,215,209,203,197,191,1
85,179,
173,167,161,155,149,143,137,131,125,119,113,107,101,95,89,83,77,71,65,59,53,47,41,
35,29};

// DSPIC30F5015 Configuration Bit Settings, 5 register: FOSC, FWDT, FBORPOR,
FFGS, FICD.
// FOSC
#pragma config FOSFPR = FRC_PLL16
// Oscillator (FRC w/PLL 16x)
#pragma config FCKSMEN = CSW_FSCM_OFF // Clock Switching and Monitor (Sw
Disabled, Mon Disabled)
// FWDT
#pragma config FWPSB = WDTPSB_16
// WDT Prescaler B (1:16)
#pragma config FWPSA = WDTPSA_512
// WDT Prescaler A (1:512)
#pragma config WDT = WDT_OFF
// Watchdog Timer (Disabled)
// FBORPOR
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Master code: “SW-dsPIC-final-March16th.c”
#pragma config FPWRT = PWRT_64
// POR Timer Value (64ms)
#pragma config BODENV = BORV20
// Brown Out Voltage (Reserved)
#pragma config BOREN = PBOR_ON
// PBOR Enable (Enabled)
#pragma config LPOL = PWMxL_ACT_HI
// Low-side PWM Output Polarity (Active
High)
#pragma config HPOL = PWMxH_ACT_HI
// High-side PWM Output Polarity (Active
High)
#pragma config PWMPIN = RST_IOPIN
// PWM Output Pin Reset (Control with
PORT/TRIS regs)
#pragma config MCLRE = MCLR_EN
// Master Clear Enable (Enabled)
// FGS
#pragma config GWRP = GWRP_OFF
// General Code Segment Write Protect
(Disabled)
#pragma config GCP = CODE_PROT_OFF
// General Segment Code Protection
(Disabled)
// FICD
#pragma config ICS = ICS_PGD
PGD/EMUD)

// Comm Channel Select (Use PGC/EMUC and

//_U1RXInterrupt() is the UART1 interrupt service routine (ISR)is called whenever a byte
of data is Rx in Rx buffer
void __attribute__((interrupt, no_auto_psv)) _U1RXInterrupt(void) {
c = ReadUART1(); // Read character from the serial port
c = tolower(c); // Convert a character to a lower case alphabetical character
if (c == 'd') {
if (Distance == 0) {
Distance = 1;
while (BusyUART1()); //Check if Usart is busy
putsUART1((unsigned int *) "\n\rChosen operating mode: \n\r");
putsUART1((unsigned int *) "\n\r\tDistance to Target\n\r");
} else {
Distance = 0;
}
} else if (c == 's') {
if (Speed == 0) {
Speed = 1;
while (BusyUART1()); //Check if Usart is busy
putsUART1((unsigned int *) "\n\rChosen operating mode: \n\r");
putsUART1((unsigned int *) "\n\r\tDistance and Speed\n\r");
} else {
Speed = 0;
}
}
IFS0bits.U1RXIF = 0; // cleared flag of RX
}
//Timer1 interrupt service routine toggles LED on RD6, Tx data to portE DAC and enable
ADC
void __attribute__((interrupt, no_auto_psv)) _T1Interrupt(void) {
IFS0bits.T1IF = 0; //Clear Timer1 interrupt flag
TMR1 = 0; //Clear contents of the timer register
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Master code: “SW-dsPIC-final-March16th.c”
//send data to the DAC for ramp
LATDbits.LATD0 = 1;
LATDbits.LATD1 = 1;
LATE = Tx [SampleTx];
LATDbits.LATD1 = 0; //Enable --> WR - DAC
LATDbits.LATD0 = 0; //Enable --> CS - DAC
LATDbits.LATD0 = 1; //Disable --> WR - DAC
LATDbits.LATD1 = 1; //Disable --> CS - DAC
//Restart sampling ADC
ADCON1bits.SAMP = 1;
//Count 256 ramp data sent
SampleTx = SampleTx + 1;
if (SampleTx > 255) {
SampleTx = 0;
}
}
//Configure UART
void init_USBUART(void) {
//U1BRG with FCY = 29,48 MIPS
//U1BRG = 191; //9600 bauds
//U1BRG = 95; //19200 bauds
U1BRG = 47; //38.4k bauds
//U1BRG = 32; //56k bauds
//U1BRG = 15; //115k bauds
// U1MODE
U1MODEbits.UARTEN = 0; // UART TX/RX DISABLE, ENABLE at end of function
U1MODEbits.USIDL = 0; // Continue operation in IDLE mode
U1MODEbits.WAKE = 0; // Wake-up disable
U1MODEbits.LPBACK = 0; // Lopback mode is disable
U1MODEbits.ABAUD = 1; // Input to Capture module from U1RX pin
U1MODEbits.PDSEL1 = 0;
U1MODEbits.PDSEL0 = 0; // PDSELx=00 8-bit data, no parity
U1MODEbits.STSEL = 0; // 1 stop-bit
//U1STA
U1STAbits.UTXISEL = 0; // Interrupt when a character is transferred to the Tx Shift
Reg
U1STAbits.UTXBRK = 0; // U1TX pin operates normally
U1STAbits.UTXEN = 0; // UART TX disable
U1STAbits.URXISEL = 0; // Interrupt flag bit is set when a character is received
U1STAbits.ADDEN = 0; // Address Detect mode disabled
// Habilitar interrupción de Rx y prioridad
IEC0bits.U1TXIE = 0; // UART1 TX interrupt request not enabled
IEC0bits.U1RXIE = 1; // UART1 RX interrupt request enabled
IPC2bits.U1TXIP = 0; // 000= interrupt source is disabled
IPC2bits.U1RXIP = 0; // 010= interrupt is priority 0
// The UART is enabled, the U1TX and U1RX pins are config as o/i respectively
U1MODEbits.UARTEN = 1; // UART TX/RX ENABLE
U1STAbits.UTXEN = 1; // UART TX ENABLE
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Master code: “SW-dsPIC-final-March16th.c”
// Menu: Mode of operation
while (BusyUART1()); //Check if Usart is busy
putsUART1(
(unsigned int *) "\n\rSelect desired mode of operation:\n\r");
putsUART1(
(unsigned int *) "\n\r\t- (d) Distance to Target");
c = Distance;
WriteUART1(c += '0');
putsUART1(
(unsigned int *) "\n\r\t- (s) Distance and speed to Target");
c = Speed;
WriteUART1(c += '0');
putsUART1(
(unsigned int *) "\n\r");
//LEDs Indicators
LATDbits.LATD7 = 0; // turn off RED LED (D2)
LATDbits.LATD6 = 1; // turn on YELLOW LED (D1)
}
// Configure Internal FRC oscillator with PLLx16
void init_OSCILADOR(void) {
OSCCONbits.NOSC = 1; //NOSC<10:8> 001= Internal FRC New oscillator
OSCCONbits.POST = 0; //POST<7:6> 00= Oscillator postscaler does not alter clock
OSCCONbits.LOCK = 1; //LOCK<5> 1= Indicates that PLL is in lock
OSCCONbits.LPOSCEN = 0; //LPOSCEN<1> 0= oscillator is disabled
OSCCONbits.OSWEN = 0; //OSWEN<0> 0= Oscillator switch is complete
OSCTUNbits.TUN0 = 0; // 0000= provides the factory-calibrated frequency
OSCTUNbits.TUN1 = 0;
OSCTUNbits.TUN2 = 0;
OSCTUNbits.TUN3 = 0;
}
// Configure timer1
void init_timer1_rampa(void) {
TRISE = 0; // PORTDE is output to AD7801 to generate rampa
LATE = 0; // Set initial value at port E
//PR1 and TCKPS are set to call interrupt every 3.8us
//Period = PR1 * prescaler * Tcy = 14 * 8 * 33.92ns = 3.8us
PR1 = 0; //Clear contents of the period register
PR1 = 17; //Interrupt period is 4,54us, PortE
//PR1 = 134; //Interrupt period is 36,36us, PortE
T1CON = 0; //Reset control register
T1CONbits.TSIDL = 1; // 1= Discontinue timer operation when device enters Idle mode
T1CONbits.TCKPS1 = 0; //01= 1:8 prescale value - internal clock divided by 8
T1CONbits.TCKPS0 = 1;
//Enable timer1 interrupt
IEC0bits.T1IE = 1; //Timer1 interrupt enabled
IPC0bits.T1IP = 2; //Priority level is 2
IFS0bits.T1IF = 0; //Reset Flag*/
TMR1 = 0; //Clear contents of the timer register
T1CONbits.TON = 1; //Timer1 enable
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Master code: “SW-dsPIC-final-March16th.c”
}
//Configure ADC
void ADC_Init(void) {
ADCON1 = 0X00E8; //Formato entero sin signo, conversión auto, muestrea ch0 y ch1
al tiempo
ADPCFG = 0XFFF3; //Configuración entradas analógicas, CH2 y CH3
ADCHS = 0X0022; //In positiva ch0 se conecta a AN2, In positiva ch1 se conecta a
AN3. In negativa ch0 y ch1 conectadas a VrefADCSSL = 0X0000; //Selección de funcion de escaneo= ninguna entrada
ADCON3 = 0x0109; //Tiempo de muestreo 12 Tad=83.33 ns --> 1 MIPS. Reloj del
sistema como fuente
ADCON2 = 0x8100; //Vhref y Vlref=AVdd y AVss, Selecc ch0 y ch1, interrup cada 2
SampleRxs
ADCON1bits.ADON = 1; // enciende ADC
}
int main(void) {
//Variables
int j;
unsigned int aux = 0;
// Initialization OSC, UART, LEDS, control pins DAC
init_OSCILADOR();
TRISE = 0; //PTO E out
TRISDbits.TRISD0 = 0; //output --> WR - DAC
TRISDbits.TRISD1 = 0; //output --> CS - DAC
TRISDbits.TRISD6 = 0; //OUT pin RD6 Yellow
TRISDbits.TRISD7 = 0; //OUT pin RD7 Red
LATDbits.LATD0 = 1; //Disable --> WR - DAC
LATDbits.LATD1 = 1; //Disable --> CS - DAC
LATDbits.LATD6 = 0; //turn off Yellow LED
LATDbits.LATD7 = 1; //turn on RED LED
init_USBUART();
while (BusyUART1());
putsUART1((unsigned int *) "\n\r"); // Start ramp data frame
for (j = 0; j < 256; j++) {
itoa(message1, Tx[j], base);
while (BusyUART1());
putsUART1((unsigned int *) message1);
while (BusyUART1());
putsUART1((unsigned int *) " ");
}
while (BusyUART1());
putsUART1((unsigned int *) "\n\r"); // End ramp data frame
ADC_Init();
init_timer1_rampa();
while (1) {
if (SampleRx < 1792) {
while (!IFS0bits.ADIF);
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Master code: “SW-dsPIC-final-March16th.c”
IFS0bits.ADIF = 0;
// Each 10-bit result is converted to one of 8-bit output format
aux = ADCBUF0;
aux = aux >> 2;
uint8_t aux8 = (uint8_t) aux;
Rx_I1 [SampleRx] = aux8;
// Save samples
SampleRx = SampleRx + 1;
} else {
while (BusyUART1());
putsUART1((unsigned int *) "\n\r"); //Start ramp data frame
while (BusyUART1());
putsUART1((unsigned int *) "& ");
for (j = 0; j < SampleRx; j++) {
itoa(message1, Rx_I1[j], base);
while (BusyUART1());
putsUART1((unsigned int *) message1);
while (BusyUART1());
putsUART1((unsigned int *) " ");
while (BusyUART1());
Rx_I1[j] = 0;
}
while (BusyUART1());
putsUART1((unsigned int *) "&"); // End ramp data frame
//Restart pointers
SampleRx = 0;
SampleTx = 0;
}
}
return 0;
}
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Appendix B. Matlab code project.
MATLAB_TFM_Definitivo.m
%Programa que recibe los batidos del puerto serie. Se recibe solamente la
%señal I
clc
clear all
close all
try
fclose(s);
delete(s);
catch me
end
%% Datos
fs=1/4.54e-6;
B=279e06;
T=1e-03;
c=3e08;
DC=0.86;
f = 24.1e09;
PRF = 1/T;
lambda = c/f;

%% Apertura puerto serie
s = serial('COM3');
set(s,'BaudRate',38400);
set(s,'ReadAsyncMode','continuous');
fopen(s);
senal_aux=[];
while (1)
inicio=get(s,'ValuesReceived');
data_available=get(s,'BytesAvailable');
while ((data_available>=0) | (inicio==0)),
if data_available > 0
estado = get(s,'TransferStatus');
while (~strcmp(estado,'idle'));
estado = get(s,'TransferStatus');
end
aux= fread(s, data_available,'uchar').';
senal_aux=[senal_aux,aux];
end
inicio=get(s,'ValuesReceived');
data_available=get(s,'BytesAvailable');
I=find(senal_aux==13); %% encontrar retorno de carro
if length(I)>1,
break
end
end
Irc=find(senal_aux==13); %% encontrar retorno de carro
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senal_aux=senal_aux(Irc(1):Irc(2));
Iample=find(senal_aux==38); %encontrar los separadores de la trama de
%rampas. Cada 7 rampas están delimitadas por el símbolo '&', código
%ASCII '38d'
%Almacenamos la 7 rampas I (1792 muestras, cada rampa tiene 256
%muestras)
rampas_I = str2num(char(senal_aux(Iample(1)+1:Iample(2)-1)));
%Armamos las matrices de 7 filas y 256 columnas (7 rampas cada una de
%256 muestras)
matriz_I = reshape(rampas_I', 256, 7);
matriz_I = matriz_I';
%Obtenemos la matriz I y la almacenamos en senal
senal=matriz_I;
senal_aux=[];
rampas_I=[];
matriz_I=[];

%% señal temporal
senal=senal.*(4.8)./256; %% 4.8V,8 bits ==> 2^8=256 interv cuantific

%% La pintamos

figure(3);
plot(senal.');
ylabel('Amplitude, (V)')
xlabel('nº sample')
legend('I')
grid on
%% Quitar muestras malas
senal=senal([2:end],[70:220]);
figure(1);
subplot(2,2,2)
plot(senal.');
ylabel('Amplitude, (V)')
xlabel('nº sample')
legend('I')
grid on
%% Quitamos valor medio: filtro DC
vmed=mean(senal(:)); %Crea una matriz de 7 filas con el valor medio
%correspondiente de la señal
senal=senal-vmed;
[Nrampas,Nmuestras]=size(senal);
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%% Enventanado
ventana1=hamming(Nmuestras).';

%% señal
Nfft=2.^(nextpow2(Nmuestras)+2);
eje_frec=[0:Nfft-1]*fs/Nfft;
eje_dist=eje_frec*c*T*DC/B/2;

%Obtenemos la matriz del perfil de distancias
S=[];
for k=1:Nrampas
S(k,:)=fft(senal(k,:).*ventana1,Nfft);
end
maximo=max(max(abs(S(:,20:Nfft/4))));
%% Graficamos perfil de distancias
figure(1);
subplot(2,2,1)
plot(eje_dist(20:Nfft/4),20*log10(abs(S(:,20:Nfft/4))));
ylabel('Amplitude, (dB)')
xlabel('Range, (m) ')
grid on
figure(1);
subplot(2,2,3)
imagesc(eje_dist(20:Nfft/4),[1:Nrampas],20*log10(abs(S(:,20:Nfft/4))/maximo),[-32
0]);
xlabel('Range, (m)')
ylabel('Nº rampa')
colorbar
%% Obtenemos la matriz de perfil de velocidad
ventana2=hamming(Nrampas);
%enventanado
Ndop=2.^(nextpow2(Nrampas)+1); %señal
eje_doppler=[-Ndop/2:Ndop/2-1]*PRF/Ndop;
eje_vel=(3.6).*eje_doppler.*lambda./2; %%Factor de escala de 3.6 para
%obtener km/h--> v[Km/h]=3.6*(fd*lambda/2)
S2=[];
for k=1:Nfft
S2(:,k)=fftshift(fft(S(:,k).*ventana2,Ndop));
end

maximo=max(max(abs(S2(:,20:Nfft/4))));
figure(1);
subplot(2,2,4)
imagesc(eje_dist(20:Nfft/4),eje_vel,20*log10(abs(S2(:,20:Nfft/4))/maximo),[-32 0]);
xlabel('Range, (m)')
ylabel('Velocidad, (Km/h)')
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colorbar;
drawnow;
end
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Appendix C. Schematic project.
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Appendix D. PCB project.
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